Antal Doráti and his recorded legacy is priced at
£40, with a trade discount to the book trade of 20%

1 copy
P&P
Total

UK
£40
6
----£46

Euro
47
9
-----56

USA
$62
18
-----$80

Special offer
If also ordering our Centenary book,
Antal Doráti and the joy of making music
(normally priced at £25), we will only charge:

both books
P&P
Total

Antal Doráti
and his recorded legacy
The new book provides a comprehensive discography,
together with many record and CD cover illustrations in
colour, short essays and notes from music critics and
individual orchestra musicians who worked with Doráti.

UK
£52
8
----£60

Euro
62
15
-----77

Important: please note that there are two different - but
similar - email addresses in use at present:
1)
for Paypal orders only:
richardchlupaty@mail.com
2)
for general email communication:
chlupatyrichard@gmail.com
To order please make your remittance in any one of the
three methods given below:

The new book has the approval of Frau Doráti (Ilse von
Alpenheim) and the support of the Paul Sacher Stiftung in
Basel, Switzerland.

1) Paypal
Made payable to
richardchlupaty@mail.com

Antal Doráti and his recorded legacy
by Richard Chlupaty
published June 2013
398 pages, including 16 colour plates and 234 black and
white illustrations, size 158x238mm, hard cover

2) Cheque (in Sterling only)
Made payable to
The Antal Doráti Centenary Society

ISBN 0 955 2469 1 1
ISBN 978 0 9552469 1 3
Price, £40
The Antal Doráti Centenary Society
34 Garfield Avenue, Bournemouth,
BH1 4QT, United Kingdom
email:chlupatyrichard@gmail.com
www.dorati-society.org.uk

USA
$80
20
-----$100

3) BACS (free transfers in UK only)
you can pay directly via BACS to our ADCS account,
IBAN: GB03 MIDL 40130721819461
Branch identifier code: MIDL GB2102T
We at the ADCS recommend Paypal as it is fast, reliable
and has low charges, unlike all banks
please send to:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--

